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PHL 423/523 Science and the Environment
Instructor Information
Professor Armond Duwell
Office: LA 154
armond.duwell@umontana.edu
Office hours by Appointment

Introduction
This course aims to equip environmentalists, or those with environmentalist leanings, with
some useful knowledge about how science works, its relation to values, modeling in science,
and then foundational issues in ecology and climate science. Some of the topics covered will
be: the appropriate role of values in science, values in relation to policy advice for scientists,
conceptions of public trust and how to foster it, whether nature can be thought to be in
balance, the complexity-stability debate, the role and nature of models in ecology, the
existence and robustness of ecological communities and ecosystems, what “biodiversity”,
“invasive species”, or other central notions in ecology mean and why we should care about
them, definitions of climate, data sets and models, detection of climate change, attribution of
change, modelling climate change, confirming climate models, limits of climate projections,
uncertainty, model ensembles, varieties of uncertainty, and strategies for choosing when facing
uncertainty with respect to climate decision making.

Texts
Douglas, H. (2009). Science, Policy, and the Value-Free Ideal. USA: University of Pittsburgh
Press – Available online at the Mansfield Library.
Justus, J. (2021). The Philosophy of Ecology: An Introduction. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press.
Winsberg, E. (2018). Philosophy and Climate Science. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.

Course Goals:
1. Students will be able to articulate alternative views and critically assess arguments
associated with different positions in the science and values debate.
2. Students will be able to articulate alternative views and critically assess arguments
associated with foundational issues in ecology.

3. Students will be able to articulate a conception of traditional ecological knowledge and
describe some issues associated with integrating TEK and scientific knowledge.
4. Students will be able to articulate alternative views and critically assess arguments
associated with foundational issues in climate science.
5. Students will be able to articulate alternative views and critically assess arguments
associated with decisions under uncertainty with respect to climate science.
6. Students will be able to write a research paper on a topic related to the course.

COVID related information
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mask use is required within the classroom or laboratory.
If you feel sick and/or are exhibiting COVID-19 symptoms, please don’t come to class
and contact the Curry Health Center at (406) 243-4330.
If you are required to isolate or quarantine, you will receive support in the class to
ensure continued academic progress. Please contact me to work out a plan.
UM recommends students get the COVID-19 vaccine. Please direct your questions or
concerns about vaccines to Curry Health Center.
Where social distancing (maintaining consistent 6 feet between individuals) is not
possible, specific seating arrangements will be used to support contact tracing efforts.
Class attendance and seating will be recorded to support contact tracing efforts.
Drinking liquids and eating food is discouraged within the classroom.

Grading
10% attendance, 10% participation, 20% presentations, 15% essay, 45% final paper.
Attendance:
Attendance is mandatory. You get two unexcused absences. Additional unexcused absences
will incur 5% reduction in final grade per absence up to a total of 10%. Absences will be
excused after the fact only in case of extreme circumstances that could not have been
anticipated. Moreover, proof of extreme circumstances is required. Absences may be excused
before the fact and is up to my discretion. In all cases, please talk to me about any foreseeable
problems as soon as you anticipate them. I'm far more lenient when you are forthright about
your problems. You are expected to arrive on time and stay for the duration of the class. Three
late arrivals count as one absence. If you have to leave early, please tell me at the beginning of
class and sit close to the exit to minimize the disturbance to the class. You are expected to give
your full attention to the class. Cell phones or other means of communication should be
silenced for the duration of class. You will be asked to leave if you are doing anything not
relevant for class, e.g. reading the newspaper, sleeping, doing work for other classes, etc. Three
offenses of this type will count as one absence.
Participation:

Active participation is essential for learning philosophy. Our primary purpose in this class is to
explore conceptual space by means of rational argumentation. I want to hear from you.
• A range: The student is fully engaged and highly motivated. This student is well
prepared, having read the assigned texts, and has thought carefully about the texts'
relation to issues raised in lecture and section. This student's ideas and questions are
substantive (either constructive or critical); they stimulate class discussions. This student
listens and responds to the contributions of other students.
•

B range: The student participates consistently in discussion. This student comes to
section well prepared and contributes quite regularly by sharing thoughts and questions
that show insight and a familiarity with the material. This student refers to the materials
discussed in lecture and shows interest in other students' contributions.

•

C range: The student meets the basic requirements of section participation. This student
is usually prepared and participates once in a while but not regularly. This student's
contributions relate to the texts and the lectures and offer a few insightful ideas, but do
not facilitate a discussion.

•

D range: The student comes to class, but often unprepared. This student’s contributions
are often unrelated to the topic at hand, provide no insightful ideas, and do not
facilitate discussion.

•

F range: The student often does not come to class, or, if he or she does, he or she
generally neither participates nor makes any insightful contributions related to the topic
at hand

Presentations:
You will be required to present on two articles/chapters in class. These will be made in groups
of two. For your presentation you will have to have an excellent command of the article you are
presenting on as you will be leading discussion. The presentations should have two parts: 1. A
summary of the main problems the author(s) deal(s) with and their proposed solutions (taking
not more than 1/2 hour) and 2. a set of problems associated with the author’s argument
formulated by your group for discussion. To be clear, a problem is a reason for thinking the
author's argument is defective in some way, i.e. defective premises or weak inductive argument
structure. In addition, some of your problems might relate the article being discussed to
previous work we have discussed. Some articles may be more expository. If that is the case,
one can be concerned less with exposing problems, though that is welcome, and more on
relating the new information to issues we have been discussing. I expect to see a copy of your
handout, including discussion questions, three days in advance of your presentation so I can give
you feedback. I am happy to meet with you to help you understand what's going on in your
presentation article. It is your responsibility to make sure to do work in advance so if help is
needed, we have time to arrange a meeting.

•

A range: You present an accurate reconstruction of the problem that the author is
dealing with, an accurate and charitable reconstruction of the arguments pertaining to
that problem, and a careful criticism of the author's arguments via your discussion
questions. You take an active role leading discussion of the paper by responding to
student's comments. In particular, you will have anticipated responses to your
discussion questions, especially how you think the author(s) might respond, and use
those to draw out more elaborate comments about student's responses or to generate
further discussion.

•

B range: You present a reasonable reconstruction of the problem that the author is
dealing with, a charitable reconstruction of the arguments pertaining to that problem,
and some criticism of the author's arguments via your discussion questions. You will
lead discussion of the paper and respond to student's comments.

•

C range: You state the topic of the paper without articulating the problem that the
author intends to address. You provide a summary of the paper (mere chronology
without isolating the main arguments). You provide discussion questions that are
related to the text, but aren't primarily geared to addressing possible weaknesses in the
author's argument. You ask questions, but don't develop discussion.

•

D range: You misconstrue the author’s main claims in some significant respect. You
provide a poor summary or reconstruction of the argument. You do not provide any
discussion questions, or, if you do, such questions are to a large extent irrelevant to the
problem at stake.

•

F range: You fail to provide a reconstruction of the paper, and, if you provide discussion
questions, such questions are irrelevant to the problem at hand.

Essay:
You will be required to write a brief essay ~1000 words (give or take 100 words or so). The
essay is due on Monday 10/4 at the beginning of class, via email. I will assign an essay topic.
The topic will be on material we have already covered in class. I will expect you to provide an
analysis much like we do in class. Critically evaluate arguments, address the strengths and
weaknesses of a particular position, etc. Most importantly, make sure you read the assignment
carefully and do what is asked of you. See below for further grading criteria. Submit your essay
via email.
Final Paper:
You will be required to write a paper of at least 3000(undergrad)/4000(grad) words on a topic
of your choosing. You must submit your paper topic along with an abstract, and a list of at least
four sources for consideration by Monday November 1st. You must use at least one primary
source (from a reputable collection of papers or philosophy journals) that we have not used in
class (reference works, encyclopedia articles, etc. do not meet this requirement), in a non-trivial
way AND WHICH WAS PUBLISHED AFTER 2010. No papers can be on the same topic.

An excellent way to write a research paper is to find a disagreement in the literature, two
authors who engage each other’s work and have a disagreement, and then to adjudicate the
dispute in your paper. It is by far the easiest way to get a substantial paper.
We will be workshopping your papers the final two weeks or so of class. You will do two
presentations of your final papers. Each will count for 5% (half a letter grade!). I expect you to
be well-prepared for these presentations, to take notes regarding the suggestions made by the
class, and to institute these suggestions before the next presentation and in your final paper.
The final papers will be due via email at 3:10pm Monday December 13th.

Paper / Essay evaluation:
All papers must utilize appropriate citations. Use guidelines found at the end of this document.
Six criteria for evaluating a paper:
• Substance,
• Thesis and argument structure, including introduction and conclusion,
• Use of supporting material and evidence,
• Quality of analysis, including the crucial distinction between unsupported assumptions
and value judgments vs. analysis and argumentation,
• Use of quality sources,
• Quality of writing including grammatical correction, clarity, concision and
persuasiveness.
•

A range: This paper is outstanding in form and content. The material covered in class is
understood in depth: the student shows that s/he has a critical understanding of the
material. The thesis is clear and insightful; it is original, or it expands in a new way on
ideas presented in the course. The argument is unified and coherent. The evidence
presented in support of the argument is carefully chosen and deftly handled. The
analysis is complex and nuanced. The sources are original texts or quality scholars’
literature. The student utilizes appropriate grammar/spelling/punctuation as well as a
clear, precise, and concise style.

•

B range: The argument, while coherent, does not have the complexity, the insight, or
the integrated structure of an A range paper. The material covered in class is well
understood: the student does not make any mistake on the materials but does not show
great depth in critical understanding. The paper’s thesis is clear and the argument is
coherent. The paper presents evidence in support of its points. The sources are original
texts or quality scholars’ literature. The student utilizes appropriate grammar/spelling/punctuation as well as a clear, precise, and concise style.

•

C range: This paper has some but not all of the basic components of an argumentative
essay (i.e., thesis, evidence, coherent structure). For example: the paper features a clear
misunderstanding of some of the material covered in class, or the thesis is not clear or
incoherent, or the argument is not coherently structured, or evidence in support of the
thesis is lacking, or only non-scholarly sources are used. The student still utilizes
appropriate grammar/spelling/punctuation as well as an appropriate argumentative
writing style.

•

D range: This paper features very few of the basic components of an argumentative
essay. It may be rather poorly written and proofread.

•

F range: This paper does not qualify as an argumentative essay and/or it is very poorly
written and proofread.

Attendance and Etiquette
Attendance is crucial in this course. It is impossible to learn philosophy without doing it, i.e.
engaging in philosophical discussion. You are expected to arrive on time, stay for the duration
of class and participate in discussion. If you have to leave early, please tell me before class.
Cell phones should be turned off for the duration of class. You are expected to have your video
on during class time. I want everyone to be able to see each other just like in seminar.
If you do have to miss a class, it is YOUR responsibility to find out what was covered, learn that
material, and prepare for the next class appropriately. Moodle will be the primary means by
which I convey what material is covered and what you are responsible for preparing.

Academic Misconduct
You are strictly held to the University of Montana Student Conduct Code. The most relevant
requirement is to avoid plagiarism not only in your essay and final research paper, but also your
presentations. If you use other’s ideas, you must give them credit for it.

Disability Accommodations
Students with disabilities will receive reasonable modifications in this course related to those
disabilities. Your responsibilities are to request them from us with sufficient advance notice,
and to be prepared to provide verification of disability and its impact from Office of Disability
Equity. Please email me or schedule a meeting to discuss accommodations if needed. For more
information, visit the Office of Disability Equity (ODE). Please inform me if you have any
accessibility issues.

Drop policy
I adhere to the UM policy on dropping courses. You may drop the course for any reason
between the start of the course and 11/5 at 5:00pm. If you are nearing the deadline of 11/5,
please make a request at least two days in advance of the deadline. Requests to drop the

course after 11/5 are not automatically approved. If you want to drop the course after this day,
you have to have some kind of external circumstance that interferes with your ability to
continue in the course; having a grade lower than you prefer is not an acceptable reason to
drop during this time. Some examples of documented circumstances that may merit approval
are: accident or illness, family emergency, or other circumstances beyond the student's control.
Instructors and advisors have the right to indicate they do not recommend the drop. However,
it is the decision of the Dean of the student's major to approve or deny the request to drop
courses.

Tentative reading schedule
If you miss class, you can find the reading assignments on Moodle.
Week 1
Douglas Chapters 1-4
Week 2
No class Monday.
Douglas chapter 5, perhaps 6

Week 3
Douglas 6-8

Week 4
Woodward, James, "Scientific Explanation”
Woodward, J. (2014). “A Functional Account of Causation; or, A Defense of the Legitimacy of
Causal Thinking by Reference to the Only Standard That Matters—Usefulness (as Opposed to
Metaphysics or Agreement with Intuitive Judgment)”

Week 5
Justus 1-3

Week 6
Frigg, R. and Hartmann, S. (2020) “Models in Science”

Justus 4

Week 7
Justus 5, 6, 7

Week 8
Whyte, K (2013) “On the role of traditional ecological knowledge as a collaborative concept: a
philosophical study “
Ludwig, D. and Poliseli, L. (2018) “Relating traditional and academic ecological knowledge:
mechanistic and holistic epistemologies across cultures”
Weiskopf, D. (2020) “Representing and coordinating ethnobiological knowledge.”

Week 9
Winsberg 1-4

Week 10
Winsberg 5-7

Week 11
Winsberg 8-10

Week 12
Winsberg 11-13

Week 13
No class Wednesday.

Week 14
Final project workshopping

Week 15

Final project workshopping

Formatting guidelines for paper
Footnotes
Footnotes should be used, not endnotes. The font should be the same size (12 point) as the
main text.
Discursive footnotes should be avoided; incorporate material in the body of the text whenever
possible. Remaining footnotes should be numbered consecutively throughout the typescript.
References
Use the author-date system. See the 17th edition of the Chicago Manual of Style chapter 15,
but be sure to follow the specifications below. Be sure that the References include page
numbers for all articles in journals and edited volumes. Uses of inclusive numbers (in run of
text, article page ranges, etc.) are abridged following CMS 9.61 (e.g., 123–27, not 123–7 or 123–
127). Use fully realized (unabridged) numbers in book or article titles only (e.g., “History of
Genetics, 1945–1990”). In both the reference list and in-text citations, simply give the numbers,
without "page" or "pg."
In-Text Citations
Simple citations or quotation attributions should be made by citation within the text, rather
than by footnote. Cite author and year of publication, for example, (Jones 1974) and, when
appropriate, page numbers (Jones 1974, 25). Note the comma between year and page but not
between author and year. There is no "p." or "page" preceding the page number.
If the context clearly specifies the reference, the year and page number are sufficient:
Jones's theory (1974, 25) contradicts his earlier account (1965).
Regardless of whether the subject of the sentence is the author or the book or article itself, the
citation is in parentheses (or in brackets, for discursive text already within parentheses), with a
comma between date and page.
Examples with author as subject:
Hegel (1787, 344) argued that ...
Hegel argued that ... philosophy (1787, 344).
Example in which the book or article itself is what is being referred to:
This argument was refuted (see Hegel 1787). [See CMS 15.28 regarding how a locution such as
“This argument was refuted in Hegel 1787,” although technically proper, is best avoided and
should be worded as in the example shown here.]

Note that within the text, the period comes after the closing parenthesis of the citation.
At the end of a block extract, place the citation after the period.
No more causes of natural things should be admitted than are both true and sufficient to
explain their phenomena. ... Therefore, the causes assigned to natural effects of the same kind
must be, so far as possible, the same. (Newton 1999, 794–95)
When citing a reprint, give the original year followed by a slash and then the year for the new
edition
... as argued by Duhem (1906/1954).
In places where you are referring to multiple texts by a single author, separate years with
commas:
(Marx 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986)
For many texts by multiple authors, use semicolons to separate authors:
(Marx 1982; Eliot 1983; Fudd 1992; Duck 1993)
(Marx 1982, 1983; Fudd 1992, 1995; Fudd and Hare 1996; Duck 1999)
See CMS 15.30.
List of References
The bibliographical list of cited references must be headed “References” and placed on a new
page after the main text (i.e., insert a page break before the list of references). List references
alphabetically by senior author. More than one reference by the same author should be listed
in chronological order.
If you know how to do hanging indents with your word processor, use them throughout the
bibliography. If you do not, please format all references flush left, and leave an extra space
after each entry.
Authors: Please use complete first and last names for authors, not just initials and surnames (if
you cannot readily ascertain a first name, the initials will suffice). If there are two or more
authors, use "and" not "&." If the reference list has two or more works by the same author(s),
please include full citation information, including full author name, in each entry.
For multiple authors, list the surname of the first author, comma, given name of first author:

Burian, Richard M., Gayon, Jean., and Zallen, Doris. 1988. "The Singular Fate of Genetics in the
History of French Biology, 1900–1940." Journal of the History of Biology 21:357–402.
Titles
For all titles of English-language works (articles, books, chapters, etc.) use headline ("up")
capitalization (CMS 8.159). For foreign book titles, see CMS section 11.6. Book and journal titles
are italicized.
Books
Include author or editor, period, publication year, period, title (including subtitle) italicized (if
needed: period, volume or edition), period (translator and editor if in addition to author), city
of publication (if needed: comma, state), colon, publisher, period. Example:
Harding, Sandra G. 1987. Feminism and Methodology: Social Science Issues. Bloomington:
Indiana University Press.
Dissertations
Include author, period, publication year, period, open quote, title (including subtitle)
nonitalicized, period, closing quote, then "PhD diss.” comma, name of university, period.
Craver, Carl F. 1998. “Neural Mechanisms: On the Structure, Function, and Development of
Theories in Neurobiology.” PhD diss., University of Pittsburgh.
Reprints
For a reprinted edition of a book that requires both dates (which is the exception; most need
one publication date only), include author, period, original date, slash, new edition date,
period, title italicized (if needed: period, volume or edition), period (translator and editor if in
addition to author), "Repr." city of publication (if needed: comma, state), colon, publisher,
period. Example:
Duhem, Pierre. 1906/1954. The Aim and Structure of Physical Theory. Repr. Princeton, NJ:
Princeton University Press.
If you cite page numbers in the text, please include both publication dates if possible (as, e.g.,
Duhem 1906/1954, 24).
Technical Reports, Working Papers, and Similar Publications
Include author, period, year, period, open quote, title (including subtitle) nonitalicized, period,
closing quote, name and number of series, general editor(s) if a series, comma, name of

department, comma, name of university, period (or, if not a university, then name of
institution, comma, city, period). Example:
Titiev, Robert J. 1969. “Some Model- Theoretic Results in Measurement Theory.” Technical
Report 146, Institute for Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciences, Stanford University.
Journal Articles
Include author of article, period, publication year, period, open quote, title (including subtitle)
nonitalicized, period, closing quote, name of journal italicized (do not abbreviate journal titles),
space, volume number (if issue number: space, opening parenthesis, issue number, closing
parenthesis), colon, no space (if issue number: space), page numbers. Italicize the journal
name, but not the volume and issue number. Example:
Mayo, Deborah G. 1991. "Novel Evidence and Severe Tests." Philosophy of Science 58:523–52.
For book reviews, add the name and author of the reviewed book after the title of the review.
Fodor, Jerry A. 1995. "West Coast Fuzzy: Why We Don't Know How Brains Work." Review of The
Engine of Reason, the Seat of the Soul: A Philosophical Journey into the Brain, by Paul M.
Churchland. Literary Journal 4821:5–6.
Edited Volumes
For articles in a book-length collection, include author(s) of article, period, publication year,
period, nonitalicized title of article in quotation marks, period, followed by “In” title of
collection italicized, comma, “ed.” name of book's editor(s) (all surname last), comma, page
range, period, city of publication (if needed: comma, state), colon, publisher, period. Example:
Oppenheim, Paul, and Hilary Putnam. 1958. "Unity of Science as a Working Hypothesis.” In
Minnesota Studies in the Philosophy of Science, vol. 2, ed. Herbert Feigl, Grover Maxwell, and
Michael Scriven, 3–36. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press.
If you refer to many articles in the same edited volume and cite the book itself in text, give the
book its own entry in the reference list and use a short citation in the entries for the articles.
Example:
Feigl, Herbert, Grover Maxwell, and Michael Scriven, eds. 1958. Minnesota Studies in the
Philosophy of Science. Vol. 2. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press.
Oppenheim, Paul, and Hilary Putnam. 1958. "Unity of Science as a Working Hypothesis." In Feigl
et al. 1958, 3–36.

